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Body Image Lies Women Believe * Are you insecure about your looks? * Have you ever compared yourself to someone else and found
yourself wanting? * Do complements or put downs determine the image you have of your beauty? Real Stories of Overcoming Body Image
Lies Women Believe with God's Truth Throughout this book, Christian women share their stories of how they have struggled with body image
lies and a distorted view of themselves. However, each of their stories also contains hope - the hope of replacing these lies with God's truth.
Our prayer for you is that you find encouragement within these pages and allow Christ to transform you with His truth. We Are Each Created
Unique God has created each one of us with unique abilities, unique talents and a unique personality. As women we are influencers and God
has given us that role and our beauty to share with others. Yet so often we settle for a counterfeit. The enemy has counterfeited our idea of
beauty, convincing us to share our beauty with the world in a distorted way. Today that often means that we see our beauty as what we look
like on the outside. What Lies Have You Been Believing? Join us for the journey of replacing body image lies with truth from God's Word.
Introducing StoryPlay Books--the smart way to read and play together! StoryPlay Books offer fun ways to engage with little ones during story
time and playtime with prompts and activities that everyone will love! Each quality story will delight readers while building early literacy skills
for ages 3-5 by helping them develop: problem-solving abilities, reading comprehension, social development, pre-reading skills, memory
strengthand more! Each book includes story-related games and crafts to extend the reading experience. Teachers agree that StoryPlay
Books are perfect for parents looking to stimulate and engage their kids at home while having fun together! Each book also shines a spotlight
on important topics for this age. I Love You Because You're You -- a sweet, rhyming story about the love between a little fox and his mother -focuses on emotions. Are you ready to start reading the StoryPlay way? Ready. Set. Smart!
One of the best children's books about love and family, I Prayed for You by Jean Fischer reveals how deep a mother's love for her child can
go. This book is great for little ones and has sold more than 300,000 copies! The heartwarming story follows a mother bear who prayed for
her child's arrival, then cherished and prayed for each of her baby's firsts--from first step to first boo-boo to first day of school. I Prayed for
You is just as meaningful to parents as to children. Inside you'll find 10 rhyming prayers that show children how loved they are adorable
heartwarming art This book is perfect for boys and girls, ages 0 to 4 parents who dreamed of having children, who struggled with infertility, or
who became parents through surrogacy, IVF, adoption, fostering, or other means Mother's Day, baby showers, baptisms, or adoption parties
How fast can your child form these dots into pictures? A challenging activity book requires a child to play against the clock. This will push a
child from passive to active learning. It'll make the game much more appealing because of the added element of pressure. Encourage your
child to share this activity book with friends!
A bad-boy photojournalist chases the one that got away in this addictive novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Contract.
My name is Adam Kincaid, and I’m the best at what I do. After losing my parents, I decided to follow in their footsteps, and now I’m the most
daring freelance photographer in the world. Maybe some think I’m a loner, but I don’t care. All that matters is the shot: braving danger and
devastation in search of a single image with the power to tell someone’s story. But as good as I am, accidents happen—and thank god for
that, because it’s what leads me to her. . . . Alexandra Robbins. My nurse. My savior. With her fiery red hair and crystal-clear blue eyes, the
camera loves her . . . and I have to have her. We soon find that we’re perfect together. We just fit, physically and emotionally. And yet
something isn’t right. Something from her past is haunting her, and no matter what I do to help her break free, I lose her. Today is the day I
try to win her back. Not only do I need an explanation, I need her in my bed once again. I don’t just want a damn picture—I want her. Because
what we have is a love that never fades away. . . . Praise for My Image of You “[A] romance I’d love to see on the big (or small)
screen.”—USA Today “An emotional, captivating romance with twists and angst, heart and humor.”—USA Today bestselling author Daisy
Prescott “My Image of You is a sweet, soulful romance. Beauty, heart and breathtaking passion all come together to deliver a brilliant
read.”—Lauren Rowe, USA Today bestselling author of The Club Series “Epic tale of soulmates fighting for their HEA. You will cheer for
Adam and Alex, you will pray for their happy ending and you will allow their love story to consume you. A gripping and emotional story of two
lovers whose broken halves make each other whole.”—E. S. Carter, author of the Love by Numbers series “Melanie Moreland delivers an
enchanting story that is also complex, surprising and deeply heartfelt. Five stars.”—Claudia Burgoa, author of Until I Fall “I devoured this book
in one satisfying sitting. Five stars!”—Suzanne Carroll, author of Over the Edge This sexy standalone novel has no cheating, no cliffhangers,
and a guaranteed HEA—but Adam works hard to get it! Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
A stunning story of families, love, secrets and lies. Can you ever trust anyone you meet online? Anna and Zoe are twins. Identical in
appearance, absolutely opposite in personality, they share a bond so close that nothing—and no one—can tear them apart. Until Anna meets
her perfect man. Anna thinks Nick is the man of her dreams. Zoe thinks Nick is a liar. Zoe wants to protect her twin…at any cost. But will Anna
pay the ultimate price?
Mama, do you love me? Yes I do Dear One. How much? In this universal story, a child tests the limits of independence and comfortingly
learns that a parent's love is unconditional and everlasting. The story is made all the more captivating by its unusual Arctic setting. The lyrical
text introduces young readers to a distinctively different culture, while at the same time showing that the special love that exists between
parent and child transcends all boundaries of time and place. The story is beautifully complemented by graphically stunning illustrations that
are filled with such exciting animals as whales, wolves, puffins, and sled dogs, and a carefully researched glossary provides additional
information on Arctic life. This tender and reassuring book is one that both parents and children will turn to again and again.
New York Times #1 Bestseller! I’ve Loved You Since Forever is a celebratory and poetic testament to the timeless love felt between parent
and child. This beautiful picture book is inspired by Today show co-anchor Hoda Kotb’s heartwarming adoption of her baby girl, Haley Joy.
With Kotb’s lyrical text and stunning pictures by Suzie Mason, young ones and parents will want to snuggle up and read the pages of this
book together, over and over again. In the universe, there was you and there was me, waiting for the day our stars would meet. . . Makes a
lovely gift for baby showers, Mother's Day, and more. Plus don't miss Hoda Kotb and Suzie Mason's beautiful follow-up picture book, You Are
My Happy.
"In this book with no pictures, the reader has to say every silly word, no matter what"-"You'll learn how to develop every aspect of your image including your look, your online presence, your networking skills, your interviewing
skills, and more! Advance Your Image is perfect for recording artists seeking a label deal, job seekers, first-time entrepreneurs, and all
wanting to enhance their image for their personal and professional success."--P. [4] of cover.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground perception. Fine-ground perception is the skill that would allow
children to see in-between the negative spaces. This makes it possible to locate hidden objects, which is an important element to learning
math and reading. Don't forget to checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
At first, Trisha loves school, but her difficulty learning to read makes her feel dumb, until, in the fifth grade, a new teacher helps her
understand and overcome her problem.
Join the digital revolution and take better pictures than you've ever dreamed possible. Intimidating technical terms become easy to
understand, and forbidding bells and whistles become easy to manipulate. With detailed illustrations, see how the camera works. Learn to
use memory cards. Then master the art of editing pictures on your PC, including special editing effects to enhance a photo's mood, transform
its background, or delete clutter. Quickly, you're ready to print pictures on your printer and e-mail them to your friends. Later sections show
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you how easy it is to add accessories such as close-up, telephoto, and wide-angle lenses, remote controls, and software for editing and
storage. Along the way: first-person accounts of "disasters and how I fully recovered."
Charles Capps teaches how God sees you, in His Own image, and how that image God puts in His Word is the image you should have of
yourself. This is so important, since it has been proven that what or who you imagine yourself to be determines your fate in life. Your selfimage can carry you to heights of success or plunge you into the depths of defeat and despair.
After Isabelle accidentally kills April in a highway collision, Isabella must pick up the pieces of her own life and, with the help of April's
husband and son, figure out where April was running to.
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to encourage object constancy skills, which fules the ability to determine pictures based
on their features. This means that regardless of how an artist interprets an apple, your child will also recognize it as an apple. So what are
you waiting for? Play hidden pictures today!
"What we have here is a bad case of stripes. One of the worst I've ever seen!" Camilla Cream loves lima beans, but she never eats them.
Why? Because the other kids in her school don't like them. And Camilla Cream is very, very worried about what other people think of her. In
fact, she's so worried that she's about to break out in...a bad case of stripes!
Discover Series Books for Babies & Toddlers Who's a pretty baby? Babies and toddlers love looking at other babies. In this charming
collection of photos of babies, children will delight in seeing babies in costume and going about their daily routines. Used as a jumpstart for
interaction, Discover Series Picture Books are a great way to introduce other babies, words and concepts to kids. Descubra libros de la serie
para bebés y niños pequeños ¿Quién es un bebé bonito? Los bebés y los niños pequeños aman mirar a otros bebés. En esta encantadora
colección de fotos de bebés, los niños se deleitarán viendo a los bebés vestidos y haciendo sus rutinas diarias. Utilizado como un jumpstart
para la interacción, Discover Series Picture Books son una gran manera de introducir otros bebés, palabras y conceptos a los niños.
It's a wheely wonderful world! But why are you seeing just the dotted outlines of it? Create the pictures by connecting the dots one at a time.
Working on dot to dots help to improve hand to eye coordination, fine motor skills, and imagination. You will be connecting the dots based on
their numbers so you can use this activity to boost counting a
A heartwarming story about the new girl in school, and how she learns to appreciate her Korean name. Being the new kid in school is hard
enough, but what happens when nobody can pronounce your name? Having just moved from Korea, Unhei is anxious about fitting in. So
instead of introducing herself on the first day of school, she decides to choose an American name from a glass jar. But while Unhei thinks of
being a Suzy, Laura, or Amanda, nothing feels right. With the help of a new friend, Unhei will learn that the best name is her own. From
acclaimed creator Yangsook Choi comes the bestselling classic about finding the courage to be yourself and being proud of your background.
How many of us turn away from the mirror, or from a snapshot of us, thinking, “That’s not me.” The truth is, we’re right. Due to the human
brain’s neurological processes the one face our human mind is incapable of seeing is our own. And yet, it’s important that we do see
ourselves as we truly are. Now as never before in history, our need to explore the pivotal issue of how we see ourselves and understand what
we look like has become very important. This is the reason that we’re witnessing the explosion of the phenomenal trend called the “selfie.”
Fascinated by the common response, “I’m not photogenic” to photos of themselves—even by clients internationally renowned for their
beauty—photographer Pina Di Cola discovered a breakthrough in self-image: the theory of the Photo-Image. Pairing her thirty years of
experience as a celebrity photographer with in-depth research in the fields of neurology, psychology, and sociology, she discovered how
essential truly seeing ourselves is to living a full life.
Upton Sinclair, one of America's foremost and most prolific authors, addresses the cultivation of the mind and the body in this 1922 volume.
Sinclair's goal was to attempt to tell the reader how to live, how to find health, happiness and success, and how to develop fully both the mind
and the body. Part One: The Book of the Mind covers such subjects as faith, reason, morality, and the subconscious. Part Two: The Book of
the Body develops such subjects as errors in diet, the fasting cure, food and poisons, work and play, and diseases and their cures .
Where the eye sees the brushstroke, the heart sees the truth. At thirty-five, Gabriella “Ella” Graham is a successful portrait artist in London.
She captures the essential truth in each of her subjects’ faces—a tilt of the chin, a glint in the eye—and immortalizes it on canvas. But closer to
home, Ella finds the truth more elusive. Her father abandoned the family when she was five, and her mother has remained silent on the
subject ever since. Ella’s sister, Chloe, is engaged to Nate, an American working in London, but Ella suspects that he may not be so
committed. Then, at Chloe’s behest, Ella agrees to paint Nate’s portrait. From session to session, Ella begins to see Nate in a different light,
which gives rise to conflicted feelings. In fact, through the various people she paints—including an elderly client reflecting on her life and a
woman dreading the prospect of turning forty—Ella realizes that there is so much more to a person’s life than what is seen on the surface.
And as her portraits of Nate and the others progress, they begin to reveal less about their subjects than about the artist herself. Look for
special features inside. Join the Circle for author chats and more.
If I could keep you little, I'd keep you close to me. But then I'd miss you growing into who you're meant to be! If I Could Keep You Little
speaks straight to every parent's heart, exploring the powerful feeling of wanting your child to grow up while savoring every moment. Sure to
become a new favorite, this book showcases author/illustrator Marianne Richmond's ability to beautifully illustrate the complex emotions we
all have.

People are nature. From the water we drink to the trees we climb, we are connected to the natural world in big and
surprising ways. With simple, poetic text, and exquisite artwork, You Are Stardust introduces kids to these connections sparking their imaginations and starting conversations. Combining the ideas of environmental author and educator Elin
Kelsey with inventive, three-dimensional dioramas by artist Soyeon Kim, this remarkable picture book reveals ties that
are often sensed, yet seldom explained. Children will learn that the salt in their body is the same as the salt in the ocean,
that they learned to speak in the same way that baby birds do - by copying their parents, and that elephants, bats and
whales make friends, just like they do. In a world dominated by technology, never have these connections between
people and nature been more worth exploring.
Striking and stylish, Look Look! is the ideal first board book for babies just beginning to look and learn and a perfect gift
for little hands. Look, look! Children run, fish swim, stars shine . . . all for baby's eyes to see. This sturdy board book, full
of high-contrast black-and-white cut-paper art perfect for staring at, is just the thing for the eyes of the youngest babies. A
few words in curving red type on each spread describe the scenes—a car races, a cat stretches, flowers bloom—and
extend the book's age appeal so that it will be fascinating to older babies, too.
From the author of Speak and Fever, 1793, comes the never-before-told tale of Sarah Josepha Hale, the extraordinary
"lady editor" who made Thanksgiving a national holiday! Thanksgiving might have started with a jubilant feast on
Plymouth's shore. But by the 1800s America's observance was waning. None of the presidents nor Congress sought to
revive the holiday. And so one invincible "lady editor" name Sarah Hale took it upon herself to rewrite the recipe for
Thanksgiving as we know it today. This is an inspirational, historical, all-out boisterous tale about perseverance and
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belief: In 1863 Hale's thirty-five years of petitioning and orations got Abraham Lincoln thinking. He signed the
Thanksgiving Proclamation that very year, declaring it a national holiday. This story is a tribute to Hale, her fellow
campaigners, and to the amendable government that affords citizens the power to make the world a better place!
Included in this e-book edition is a read-along option.
Hidden picture activities should be encouraged among children because of all the benefits they promise. For instance,
hidden pictures ensures familiarization of objects and pictures based on their features. This means that regardless of the
presentation, a child would still be able to recognize a flower, a dog, and a tables and so on. This skill is very important in
learning math and science later on. Play today!
A guide for professional programmers explores the fundamental features of Visual Basic's graphical programming
environment and paint metaphor for the development of user interfaces.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s
practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest
breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as the prize.” ~Publisher’s Weekly on ETERNITY 300
years ago, Raven St. James was hanged for witchcraft. But she revives among the dead to find herself alive. She is an
Immortal High Witch, one of the light. A note from her mother warns that there are others, those of the Dark, who
preserve their own lives by taking the hearts of those like her. Duncan Wallace’s forbidden love for the secretive lass
costs him his life. 300 years later, he loves her again, tormented by hazy memories of a past that can’t be real. She tells
him of another lifetime, claims to be immortal. Though he knows she’s deluded, he can’t stay away. And the Dark Witch
after her heart is far closer than either of them know. If you liked the TV Series HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series.
Don’t miss Book 2, INFINITY. “A hauntingly beautiful story of a love that endures through time itself.” ~New York Times
Bestselling Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that reaches across the centuries, becomes as immortal
as the lover’s themselves, resonates with timeless passion, powerful magic, and haunting heartbreak.” ~BN.com’s
official review
The classic work on the evaluation of city form. What does the city's form actually mean to the people who live there?
What can the city planner do to make the city's image more vivid and memorable to the city dweller? To answer these
questions, Mr. Lynch, supported by studies of Los Angeles, Boston, and Jersey City, formulates a new
criterion—imageability—and shows its potential value as a guide for the building and rebuilding of cities. The wide scope of
this study leads to an original and vital method for the evaluation of city form. The architect, the planner, and certainly the
city dweller will all want to read this book.
A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Featured in its own episode in the Netflix original show Bookmarks: Celebrating
Black Voices! National Book Award winner Jacqueline Woodson and two-time Pura Belpré Illustrator Award winner
Rafael López have teamed up to create a poignant, yet heartening book about finding courage to connect, even when
you feel scared and alone. There will be times when you walk into a room and no one there is quite like you. There are
many reasons to feel different. Maybe it's how you look or talk, or where you're from; maybe it's what you eat, or
something just as random. It's not easy to take those first steps into a place where nobody really knows you yet, but
somehow you do it. Jacqueline Woodson's lyrical text and Rafael López's dazzling art reminds us that we all feel like
outsiders sometimes-and how brave it is that we go forth anyway. And that sometimes, when we reach out and begin to
share our stories, others will be happy to meet us halfway. (This book is also available in Spanish, as El Día En Que
Descubres Quién Eres!)
A gorgeous slipcased edition of the essential New York Times bestseller--perfect as a gift for anyone beginning
something new! This gorgeous gift edition of Emily Winfield Martin's modern classic poem will elevate any special
occasion! With extra pages designed to be personalized with notes from friends and family, this volume is sure to be
treasured and revisited often. From brave and bold to creative and clever, Emily Winfield Martin celebrates all
personalities and their potential. With a beautiful gatefold, gorgeous and moving illustrations, and a rhyming text, this is a
book that parents will love reading over and over to their kids--both younger and older. It's a great gift for any occasion,
but a standout for birthdays, baby showers, and graduation with its loving and inspiring message: Then I'll look at you,
And you'll look at me, And I'll love you, Whoever you've grown up to be.
Better than a cold shower-and a lot funnier. Choke the chicken, spank the monkey, charm the snake-however you refer
to it, none of the images in this book will encourage you to pleasure yourself. This deceptively simple and strangely
addictive book presents a laugh-out-loud collection of random pictures virtually guaranteed to dampen the urge of even
the strongest libido.
Giving good presentations is not just common sense. Cognitive neuroscientist Stephen M. Kosslyn shows how to make
presentations work better based on how our brains work. Where many books focus on how to create a first draft, Better
PowerPoint gives you quick steps to improve one you already have. · 8 key rules that are easy to remember and use ·
Clear principles about how to design effective slides based on well-established scientific data · Quick steps to sharpen
and strengthen your presentation · Easy-to-use checklists guide you through each aspect of your presentation · Chapters
are structured to help you prioritize the most effective edits · Memorable examples and illustrations to show what works,
and what doesn't · Lessons in what to fix can also help you create better first drafts faster. If you have a PowerPoint
presentation that is not giving you the results you want, take advantage of what scientific research can tell you about how
your audience is seeing and thinking about what you have to say.
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